
 

Level up!

THE BEST SCIENTISTS SHARE 
Report out on your findings! Don't forget to tag us in your photos & posts

@wcseducation

Visit app.wildlifeinsights.org/explore to access the Wildlife Insights camera

trap database. Here you can click different regions of the map to view

thousands of photos of animals in their natural habitats. Use the scavenger

hunt on the next page to guide your travels! 

 

The photos on Wildlife Insights were all taken using camera trap

technology. Camera traps are fitted inside protective cases and attached

to sturdy objects in the wild, like tree trunks. After the scientist turns the

camera on, it’s time to leave and let the camera do its work. The camera

sleeps until it detects the motion of an animal passing in front of it...and

then *click*! These photos can then be used to determine important

information, such as the number of different species that live in an area. 

Virtual Vacation with Wildlife Insights 
 

Pack your bags for a digital trip around the globe!

Looking for a challenge? Use the extended scavenger hunt on page two. 

Looking for some fun? Dress up in your best explorer outfit before setting off on your virtual

adventure! Afterwards, meet up on video chat with a friend to show off your vacation look and

discuss your scientific findings. 

Stay at Home Science

Click each circle to view photos

https://app.wildlifeinsights.org/explore


Journey to at least 4 continents around the world and select some camera trap photos to view.

Can you find a different photo that fits each category on this list? Be sure to check out the

data below the photos to learn about the species that live in the area you're visiting.

 

 

Level up!
a picture of a reptile

a picture of a baby animal

a picture where you can see an animal's tongue

a picture of an animal that has red somewhere on its body

a picture from one of the Wildlife Conservation Society's camera traps

 

 

 

WILDLIFE INSIGHTS 
SCAVENGER HUNT

Look above each

image to see who

provided the camera

trap photo

a picture that is black & white

a picture that is in color

a picture of a mammal

a picture of a bird

a picture of an animal that has stripes

a picture of an animal that has spots

a picture of animal whose eyes are glowing

a picture that shows 3 or more animals

a picture that shows rocks in the habitat


